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Kenya Road Safari

Itinerary

Day 1:A Heartwarming Arrival

 Arrive at Jomo Kenyatta International Airport for a heartfelt welcome from our dedicated driver guide, marking the commencement of
your Kenyan journey. Have your breakfast and take part in a brief but informative session that sets the stage for the adventure ahead.
 Depart for Lake Naivasha, positioned at the highest elevation within the Rift Valley, offering pristine beauty and a thriving ecosystem.
Witness a myriad of wildlife, including 400 bird species, hippos, buffalos, antelopes, giraffes, warthogs, and playful monkeys. 
 Descend to the floor of the Great Rift Valley, reaching your lodge in time for a delightful lunch. Enjoy a leisurely afternoon, enjoying the
lodge's facilities before a cosy dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2:Masai Mara Marvels

 Start your day with an early rise and a satisfying breakfast, preparing for an exciting journey to the renowned Masai Mara National
Reserve. 
Experience the vastness of the reserve, part of the famous Serengeti plains, celebrated for the great wildebeest migrations and as the
habitat of the big five: Lion, Elephant, Leopard, Buffalo, and Rhino.
 Take a break at Narok for a refreshing stopover before continuing your journey to the park, arriving just in time for a delicious lunch at
the lodge. 
Start an afternoon game drive, exploring the reserve's diverse landscapes that showcase over 95 mammal species and an impressive
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570 recorded bird species.
 Walk through the "World Cup of Wildlife," featuring grasslands, woodlands, and marshes framed by breathtaking sunrises and sunsets. 
Conclude the day with a delightful dinner and a peaceful overnight stay at the lodge amidst the natural wonders of Masai Mara.

Day 3:Sunrise Safari and Full-Day Wildlife sights

 Begin your day with an optional early morning pre-breakfast game drive, offering a unique chance to witness the reserve's awakening
wildlife. 
Following a delightful breakfast, embark on an extensive full-day unlimited game drive, complete with a picnic lunch, as you explore the
reserve in pursuit of rhinos, elephants, leopards, lions, and other plains game.
 Uncover the reserve's fame for exceptional populations of lions, African leopards, cheetahs, and elephants, boasting the largest
population of black rhinos in Africa. Witness the rich birdlife with over 450 species, including majestic raptors, vultures, secretary birds,
crowned cranes, ostriches, long-crested eagles, and the vibrant lilac-breasted roller, Kenya's national bird.
 You can indulge in game-viewing activities until late afternoon, soaking in the beauty of the reserve's diverse wildlife.
 Conclude your day with a satisfying dinner and a peaceful overnight stay at the lodge, surrounded by the natural wonders of this
renowned wildlife haven.

Day 4:Safari Serenity

Begin the day with an optional early morning game drive in the reserve before breakfast. Encounter diverse wildlife, including lions and
elephants, in their natural habitat.
Embark on the drive back to Nairobi. Nairobi, known as 'The Green City in the Sun,' boasts a unique blend of a game park, the Nairobi
River, and towering skyscrapers.
Enjoy a stopover at an Indian or local restaurant for lunch (cost not included), followed by a comfortable transfer to your booked hotel
for an overnight stay.
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Day 5:Morning Farewell

Enjoy a final breakfast at the hotel, savouring the last moments of your safari adventure. Complete your check-out.
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